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Abstract: It has to be stated that the software industry has not picked up software architecture concepts and
methods, which have been developed during recent decades. While the key requirements for modular
software structures are known since the 1970ties and various Architecture Description Languages (ADLs)
have been developed, these concepts have not been used in designing programming languages and/or
frameworks for large scale software developments. Software Industry, however, has accepted the approach to
use frameworks and patterns to impose some structure on their software systems in order to keep workable
development artefacts. This position paper proposes a research path, which uses the inclination of
practitioners towards program code, frameworks and patterns on the one hand and abstract models on the
other hand as a way to specify and document high level design decisions. This is accomplished by embedding
abstract specifications into code. Such annotated and structured code serves as the basis for program
development and architecting the code at an abstract level using the embedded specifications. This is
regarded as a first step towards a more software architecture centric way of structuring code and entire
software systems during design and run time.

Introduction
We see the software development process is structured into stages and not phases. This means, that the stages
as depicted in fig. 1 interact and the sketch is not meant to indicate a temporal ordering of activities.

Fig. 1 Stages of Software Development
An important issue of contemporary software development processes can also be interpreted in terms of the
picture sketched in fig. 1. Usually software engineering methods and techniques assume green field
development. The stages of runtime and maintenance/evolution are regarded as a less interesting special case
of a green field development. This however, neglects the important data regarding actual usage scenarios and
problems detected during the so‐called production phase of a software system. In addition, it has to be noted
that the connection between abstract specification and design models of the system in question and the
information gathered during the system’s runtime is hardly made. This is due to the fact that the last minute
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fixes of the system (before it goes into “production”) are not reflected in those development artefacts, not to
mention the development steps occurring during evolution after the first release. Model driven Software
Development is in its current form limited by the lack of good round trip engineering concepts, which really
work [0].
We have pointed out in [1] this kind of software aging which requires new attempts to cover the entire
lifecycle including production till decommission of the software system. Also the new way of constructing
software system using many pre‐existing so‐called services provides new challenges.
In summary, a thorough understanding of the relationships between the stages depicted in fig.1 provide the
basis for new approaches to explain the nature of software development and infer related concepts, methods
and tools.
Here we would like to focus on architecture and code in order to sketch how high level specifications can be
tightly integrated into code. This provides an opportunity to study the relationships in more detail and give
hints for new concepts and methods in this area of software development.

General Approach
The general approach is depicted in fig. 2. It shows for the various stages related to design and
implementation that specifications (models) and code are intertwined in such a way that the abstract
specifications are available during runtime. Thus they can be used to execute pieces of the specified software
fragment and are instrumental during the evolution for the purpose of design recovery.
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Fig. 2 Relationship between specifications and program code over the lifetime of a software system
The relationship between specifications and code [2] is formulated as annotations contained in the code i.e.
code fragments are arranged in patterns derived from concepts and construct of the specification language /
models used at the abstract description level.
This approach can also be viewed as an attempt to use abstract specification concepts in order to form specific
patterns at the implementation level. Thus the specification statement contained in a piece of program code
provides the frame / pattern for the code at the detailed level. The advantage is that the code can be checked
wrt. the required properties of the used specification construct contained in the annotation. A usually small
framework uses the annotation during runtime via reflection and executes the fragment encapsulated by the
annotations.

Example
As a first experiment in this direction we have used state machines to express abstract behavioural models in
Java Code [3]. Here Java classes serve as a representation of states, transition are specified using appropriately
annotated methods. A number of tools have been developed, which support this approach at various levels of
specification and implementation. A transformation tool extracts the state machine model, which can be used
in the UPPAL‐ tool for further analysis. Design changes are reflected back at the implementation stage. A Java
fragment specified and implemented using this approach can be monitored at runtime. This allows to observe
the program behaviour not only in terms of the used programming language (Java) concepts like assignments
but also in terms of states and transitions and related conditions enabling / disabling transitions.
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Work in progress is to complement this by a component concept, which is also embeddable into program code
in a similar way. First analysis results are in [4] and related experiments are available soon, which will be an
extension to OSGi.

Next step: beyond current programming languages
Of course, the approach sketched above is aiming at the challenges of today’s software development. I.e. we
limit ourselves to contemporary programming languages and available specification concepts. As such, this
approach serves as an immediate step to join both worlds: abstract specifications and implementation
patterns. Of course this will not be the final answer.
The immediate goal beyond the current experimentation is to find proper component models including
aspects like persistence, transactions, performance, and security, which address a whole range of software
development issues. This is meant to address not only the enterprise level but also the embedded world with
its own peculiar characteristics.
This will entail in our view the development of new programming language concepts, which allow the tight
integration of architecture views. Related tools allow then the extraction of abstract views for design and
analysis actions. This will also help to deepen our knowledge regarding the relationship between architecture
and design stages.

Conclusion
We believe that the approach sketched above will lead to a deeper understanding how (architectural)
specification and implementation are intertwined and how design time and run time can benefit from each
other. The current approach is based on current technologies and will provide insights how current concepts
can be developed further in order to increase the productivity of software engineers by related powerful tools.
Of course, the stage of requirements management needs to be integrated properly as well. Here it is necessary
to address issues like constant change, ambiguity and diversity of different stakeholder views and/or the
simple explicit lack of knowledge in additional views (c.f. [5]). Such views are certainly not embeddable as
sketched above for the architecture and implementation stage. But a deeper understanding of the
relationships and how requirements are mapped and traced to the architectural/implementation stage and
reverse will provide more effective ways of development here as well.
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